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Abstract 

The goal of paper is to break MAC layer issues, for example, Data throughput, Latency, Energy effectiveness, Scalability, 

Coexistence, Delay and so forth and to accelerate transmission of information over web utilizing proposed protocol method 

rather than HTTP protocol on application layer. In this paper we are contrasting execution of M2M correspondence utilizing 

HTTP and proposed protocol method on application layer. Proposed protocol method is a lightweight publish/subscribe 

messaging protocol. HTTP is designed as a request-response protocol for client-server computing, not necessarily optimized for 

mobile and push capabilities, particularly in terms of battery usage. Proposed protocol method is intended for low latency, 

guaranteed messaging and efficient distribution. HTTP is not improved for low. This paper introduces a talk about the 

necessities, specialized difficulties, and existing work on medium access control (MAC) layer protocols for supporting M2M 

communication and results in M2M communication by utilizing proposed protocol method as a part of use layer. In the present 

day situation, commonly we see that the refuse containers or Dust canister are put at open spots in the urban areas are flooding 

because of expansion in the waste each day. It makes unhygienic condition for the general population and makes awful stench 

around the surroundings this leads in spreading some destructive infections and human disease, to maintain a strategic distance 

from such a circumstance we are wanting to plan IoT Based Waste Management for Smart Cities" as application for this 

anticipate. In this proposed System there are different dustbins situated all through the city or the Campus, these dustbins are 

given minimal effort inserted gadget which helps in following the level of the waste receptacles and an one of a kind ID will be 

accommodated each dustbin in the city with the goal that it is anything but difficult to recognize which refuse container is full. 

At the point when the level achieves as far as possible, the gadget will transmit the level alongside the one of a kind ID gave. 

When the level reaches the threshold limit, the device will transmit the level along with the unique ID provided. These details 

can be accessed by the concern authorities from their place with the help of Internet and an immediate action can be made to 

clean the dustbins.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The MACHINE-TO-MACHINE (M2M) communication constitute the principal communication perspective in the rising 

Internet-of-Things (IoT) and incorporate the enabling of predictable exchange of information between independent devices with 

no human intervention. The services facilitated by M2M communications encompass personal, public, and professional spaces 

and scenarios of interest include smart power grids, intelligent spaces, smart cities, industry automation, and health care just to 

name a few[1]. The growing pervasiveness of organizations and structures in light of the use of M2M interchanges has been 

controlled to some degree by the utility of the applications they empower, and moreover by the continued with fall in the 

expenses of free contraptions prepared for detecting and activating. The amount of devices in light of M2M correspondence is 

adjusted for expansive advancement soon with expected compound yearly improvement rates of more conspicuous than 25%. 

The extending M2M development and the related pay have made an excitement among telecom overseers and what's more 

regulatory and systematization bodies to encourage M2M interchanges. The novel attributes of M2M communication present 

various systems administration challenges. Notwithstanding versatility, the system has likewise to consider the movement 

attributes and take into account the nature of administration (QoS) necessities. Case in point, in a home setting, M2M devices 

may heedlessly and seldom send little burst of information or transmit an adjusted measure of information irregularly. 

Furthermore, the administrations necessities of use using M2M communication may be not exactly the same as existing 

applications and will moreover vary within the M2M-based applications. For instance, in particular applications, it may be 

required to give significantly strong correspondence QoS guarantees thusly requiring composed assignments. A huge part of the 

gadgets required in M2M communication are relied upon to be battery worked. Thus, bringing down the communication related 

force utilization is a critical configuration objective for the system. Finally, as M2M communication is basically "hands off, the 
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M2M communication framework must act actually gifted in various perspectives, for example, organization, configuration, and 

healing. These necessities and qualities impact each one of the layers in the system stack and make system support for M2M 

communication a testing domain of investigation at different levels.  

In this paper, we consider the MAC layer issues related to M2M interchanges. The MAC layer is essentially in charge of 

channel access The essential MAC layer test for M2M trades lies in urging channel access to an awesome degree sweeping 

number of contraptions while supporting the different organization requirements and extraordinary development properties of 

devices in M2M frameworks.. The IoT imagines hundreds or a large number of end-devices with detecting, inciting, preparing, 

and correspondence abilities ready to be associated with the Internet [3]. These gadgets can be straightforwardly associated 

utilizing cell innovations, for example, 2G/3G/Long Term Evolution and past (5G) or they can be associated through a portal, 

framing a neighborhood, to get association with the Internet. The last is the situation where the end-gadgets normally shape 

Machine to Machine (M2M) systems utilizing different radio innovations, for example, Zigbee (in view of the IEEE 802.15.4 

Standard), Wi-Fi (taking into account the IEEE 802.11 Standard), 6LowPAN over Zigbee (IPv6 over Low Power Personal Area 

Networks), or Bluetooth (in view of the IEEE 802.15.1). 

 
Fig. 1: M2M Communication Network 

In any case the particular remote innovation used to send the M2M system, all the end-gadgets ought to make their 

information accessible to the Internet [2]. This can be refined either by sending the information to a prohibitive web server open 

from the Internet or by using the cloud. Online stages, for instance, ThingSpeak.com or Open.Sen.se, among some different 

decisions, are virtual fogs prepared to get, store, and process data. Other than going about as remote information bases, M2M 

mists additionally offer the accompanying key administrations:  

1) They offer Application Programming Interfaces (API) with natural limits for end-customers, in this way giving the 

contrasting option to screen and control end-contraptions remotely from a client device.  

2) They go about as no concurrent halfway hubs between the end-gadgets and last applications running on gadgets, for 

example, PDAs, tablets or desktops.  

Our paper focuses on the protocols that handle the correspondence between the doors, general society Internet, and the last 

applications (Figure 1). They are application layer protocols that are utilized to upgrade online servers with the most recent end-

devices values additionally to convey orders from applications to the end-device actuators. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND DESCRIPTION 

To achieve a smart waste system, we have used very different components each capable of interacting with the smart-space, 

which will be deepened in the next sections. Figure 2 shows diagrammatically the hardware architecture used. 
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Fig. 2: Block Diagram 

 Raspberry pi 

 In our Project we are going to use raspberry pi (RPI) as a main processor in which we need to install Linux OS and we will do 

coding in python. The Raspberry Pi is a MasterCard estimated PC that attachments into your TV and a console, which can be 

utilized for a large portion of the things that your normal desktop  does - spreadsheets, word-processing, games and it also plays 

high-definition video. In RPI, We will be having os in which we will install Mosquito broker. We will  need to install mosquito 

broker with web socket Because on Internet Packets of data can be sent or received via HTTP protocol on application layer But 

for our project  we will be using proposed protocol method on application layer. Proposedprotocol works with help of mosquito 

broker which needs processer to get install. So we are using raspberry pi as processor. The gateway was realized through a 

Raspberry PI and its most important task is to collect process and then transmit data measured by the sensors to the control 

center.  

 IR sensors 

An Infrared (IR) sensor is utilized to distinguish level in the dustbin whether the dustbin is full or not. An IR sensor comprises of 

an emitter, locator and related hardware as appeared in figure 3. The circuit required to make an IR sensor comprises of two 

sections; the emitter circuit and recipient circuit. Emitter is basically an IR LED (Light Emitting Diode) and the finder is just an 

IR photodiode which is touchy to IR light of the same wavelength as that discharged by the IR LED. At the point when IR light 

falls on the photodiode, its resistance and correspondingly, its yield voltage, change in extent to the greatness of the IR light got. 

This is the hidden standard of working of the IR  

 
Fig. 3: IR sensor working 

 Smart space and end-devices 

The domain of waste management is a context characterized by a highly dynamic and fast data production, as well as by the 

presence of many users that require this data. The smart waste management proposed uses Smart-M2M platform to solve these 

problems. In fact, first of all, Smart-M2M platform gives a high level of decoupling between producer and consumer of data. The 

participants in the smart-space are unaware of other participants, their physical characteristics or capabilities. Therefore, the 

smart-space acts as an intermediary between different agents and provides a unique means of communication understood by all 

components. So, a producer can send data to a consumer without the latter having to directly ask the producer. 

Finally, we have considered each user can interact with the smart waste system through his smartphones or tablets these devices 

are used for the authentication and login into the system, to collect data and to know the state of the  bins and in base of waste 

types. 
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III. IMPLEMENTATION OF SMART WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

In this paper we propose a solution for smart monitoring and planning of waste management received the SmartM2M stage that 

empowers us to exploit some of its qualities, for example, interoperability, uncoupled interchanges, and extensive variety of 

APIs and simplicity of usage. This arrangement comprises for the most part in an observing stage in which the completion levels 

of the waste containers is always measured.. Close to, we have composed an application for clients thatgives data about the 

canisters with the mean to invigorate clients in reusing. we compress the fundamental ideas of Smart-M2M stage and the 

attributes of which we have generallybenefited 

 
Fig. 4: circuit diagrams for smart waste management system 

Our effort to discrete unadulterated refuse from recyclables, and diverse sorts of recyclables from each other, are eliminating 

the measure of waste in landfills. But on the other hand they're bringing about waste[15]. Every container requires an alternate 

truck, and trucks are regularly sent to purge the receptacles on a set calendar that doesn't more often than not represent whether 

the canisters are full or not. The sensors installed in the containers provide real-time information on the fill level. This 

information helps determine when and where to priorities collection. Figure 6.1 shows circuit diagram of smart waste 

management system with raspberry pi processor, 6 sensors. It gives real-time update of moisture garbage and level of garbage on 

client who subscribe to this topic. 

 
Fig. 5: Hardware of smart waste management system 
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There are a few points that a savvy framework for urban waste administration might need to accomplish. We list the principle:  

 advance the steering operations;  

 lessen pointless expenses of organizations like the fuel of vehicle;  

 give a higher quality support of the native;  

 recognize and follow the profile of laborers who work in the gathering; 

 Increase reusing thus to decrease the earth effect of the waste dumping. 

 Result Using Proposed Protocol Method at Application Layer 

To upload data using  proposed protocol method at application layer we designed web page having capability to connect 

mosquito broker. Proposed protocol method is paired customer servers publish/subscribe informing transport protocol, 

institutionalized by OASIS. It is lightweight, open, straightforward, and simple to actualize. Composed with a negligible protocol 

overhead, this protocol is a decent decision for an assortment of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) and Internet of Things 

applications, particularly where a little code impression is required and/or system transmission capacity is at a premium. 

proposed protocol method uses numerous attributes of the TCP transport, so the base necessity for utilizing proposed protocol 

method is a working TCP stack, which is presently accessible for even the littlest microcontrollers 

 
Fig. 6: output on web page according to level of waste 

 Result using HTTP Protocol at Application Layer 

To transfer information utilizing HTTP protocol at application layer we are utilizing open source site www.thingspeak.com. 

"ThingSpeak is an open source Internet of Things (IoT) application and API to store and recover information from things 

utilizing the HTTP protocol over the Internet or by means of a Local Area Network. ThingSpeak empowers the production of 

sensor logging applications, area following applications, and an informal community of things with announcements We are 

transferring information from sensor utilizing raspberry pi we are getting yield as appeared in Figure 7. HTTP depends on the 

customer server design model and a stateless solicitation/reaction protocol that works bytrading messages over a solid TCP/IP 

association. A HTTP "customer" is a system (Web program or whatever other customer) that sets up an association with a server 

with the end goal of sending one or more HTTP solicitation messages. A HTTP "server" is a system (for the most part a web 

server like Apache Web Server or Internet Information Services IIS, and so on ) that acknowledges associations keeping in mind 

the end goal to serve HTTP asks for by sending HTTP reaction messages.  
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Fig. 7: Output on web page 

IV. RESULT  

In our paper we are comparing two application layer protocols HTTP and   proposed protocol method to analyze MAC layer 

issue. As shown in Figure 8 we have compared different parameters affecting transmission of data. 

The fundamental qualities that MAC traditions for M2M correspondences need are high adequacy and throughput. As a result 

of the limited channel/range resources and a broad number of gadgets getting to the channel it is charming that the MAC 

tradition minimizes the time misused as a result of effects or exchange of control messages. Proportionately, the throughput must 

be high remembering the final objective to oblige the immense number of devices. Throughput graph of proposed protocol 

method    shows high throughput as compare to HTTP. Graph of throughput is drawn time in sec vs throughput in Byte per sec. 

For a significant part of the applications that rely on upon M2M trades, the framework stillness is a fundamental component 

that chooses the suitability and utility of the offered administrations. it is critical to make the correspondence solid and quick. In 

this way, postpones amid channel get to or arrange clog are not kidding issues in M2M systems. Also, paying little mind to the 

likelihood that a MAC tradition is throughput capable, it needs to ensure both whole deal and transitory sensibility, so that all 

devices get make back the initial investment with) to send their messages. Likewise, we take note of that whileit is constantly 

attractive to decrease the channel access latency, there are confinements to it, exceptionally when the amount of hubs increments. 

Latency is known as  round trip time. As shown in latency graph latency of system using HTTP protocol is much high than that 

of proposed protocol method 

Window scaling graph is showing no of byte transmitted with respect to time. As shown in graph we observe say that system 

using proposed protocol method requires lower window size up to 370 byte and same system using HTTP protocol require 7500 

byte. So we can say that proposed require much less packet size than HTTP during transmission.  Time/ sequence graph shows 

speed of transmission as shown in graph proposed protocol method shows more speed because more packets are transmitted than 

HTTP protocol system. Data flow shows transmission of data packet as we can see proposed protocol method establish 

connection between source  and destination then transmit number of packets for these packet acknowledgement received  in 

group but in HTTP protocols after connection establishment it sends only one packet and sends acknowledgement for every 

packet 
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Table – 1 

Comparison of results of system using both protocols in term of different graph 

RESULT FOR HTTP PROTOCOL RESULT FOR PROPOSED PROTOCOL METHOD 

THROUGHPUT GRAPH THROUGHPUT GRAPH 

 

 
LATENCY GRAPH 

 

 
LATENCY GRAPH 

 

 
WINDOW SCALING GRAPH 

 

 
WINDOW SCALING GRAPH 
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TIME/ SEQUENCE GRAPH 

 

 
TIME/ SEQUENCE GRAPH 

 

 
TIME/ SEQUENCE GRAPH WITH TCP TRACE 

 

 
TIME /SEQUENCE GRAPH WITH TCP TRACE 

 

 
DATA FLOW 

 

 
DATA FLOW 

Table – 2 

Comparison of results of system using both protocols in term of different parameters 

PARAMETERS HTTP PROTOCOL PROPOSED PROTOCOL METHOD 

Maximum throughput 500000B/sec 140000B/sec 

Maximum latency 0.06sec 0.040 sec 

Maximum window size 7500Byte 370Byte 

V. CONCLUSION 

In application we have executed ongoing waste management framework by utilizing smart dustbins to check the fill level of keen 

dustbins whether the dustbin are full or not. In this system the data of every keen dustbin can be gotten to from anyplace and at 
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whatever time by the worry individual and he/she can take a choice as needs be. By actualizing this proposed framework the cost 

diminishment, asset advancement, viable utilization of savvy dustbins should be possible. In real urban communities the rubbish 

gathering vehicle visit the range's ordinary twice or thrice relies on upon the number of inhabitants in the specific territory and 

some of the time these dustbins may not be full. Our System will educate the status of every last tidy container continuously so 

that the concerned power can send the waste accumulation vehicle just when the dustbin is full. The degree for the future work is 

this framework can be actualized with time stamp in which constant clock appeared to the worry individual at what time dust 

receptacle is full and at what time the waste is gathered from the savvy dustbins. Proposed convention is a lightweight 

distribute/subscribe informing convention HTTP is outlined as a solicitation reaction convention for customer server figuring, 

not as a matter of course improved for portable and push abilities, especially as far as battery utilization. In the portable 

environment, reaction times, throughput, lower battery utilize and bring down transmission capacity are key configuration 

criteria. Contrasted and HTTP, proposed convention includes quicker reaction, high throughput, low latency, low window size. 
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